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A future in green
The future of the built environment could quite literally be GREEN. 
Algae for Energy production is a groundbreaking technology that 
is evolving and improving on a daily basis. This particular system, 
Hydral, was developed by a company called Grow Energy and uses 
genetically modified algae to convert carbon dioxide into hydrogen 
through the natural process of photosynthesis. That hydrogen can 
then be used by fuel cells for power. The process simultaneously 
cleanses water, sequesters co2, produces energy and creates a 
beautiful mosaic of green. At the process’ end, the algal biomass can 
be recycled and used for food production, fertilizer or as a base for 
creating biodiesel fuel for further energy needs.

Energy

 “Here is to a new age of design, a 
new age of creation, that takes us 
from a nature-inspired design to a 

design-inspired nature.”

1  Combined heating 
     and power fuel cell
2  Hydrogen captured 
     from algae panels

Hex-structure
1  Sloping roof basins capture rainwater
2  Hydrogen producing algae panels inserted in 
     certain areas for energy production 
3  Lightweight steel structure
4  Column outfitted in modular planting system
5  Low-power fans draw air over root systems, 
     for phytoremediation
6  Cleansed air redistributed
7  In-floor main air supply  
8  Rainwater transferred to storage tank
9  Hydrogen from algae panels transferred to 
      fuel cell 
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algae Panel system 
1  Water and carbon dioxide input
2  Fins encourage flow and grouping of 
     algae
3  Hydrogen, resulting from modified 
     photosynthesis, rises through a 
     metal grille and is transferred to a 
     fuel cell
4  Post-cycle algal biomas collected and 
     recycled 
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Ground Floor
8    Bus and tram loading zones
9    Transit waiting area
10  Bycicle-rider entry & lockers
11  Parking/vehicle charging
12  Cafe with exterior seating
13  Open mechanical space
14  Courtyard garden
15  Community garden
16  Public park area with hex-
        structure shelters
17  Small public pavilion

upper Floor
1   Skyway to North transit loading
2   Transit Waiting Area
3   Building systems education area
4   Access to community garden
5   Rooftop flex space
6   Raised walkway provides river 
      and city views along with direct 
      contact with algae screen
7   Open to courtyard below
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Water

1  Rainwater collected and 
     moved to a holding tank
2  LIving machine for black
     water processing 
3  Greywater for irrigation of         
     panels and community gardens
4  Greywater for toilets
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This project is located on the site 
formerly home to the Ford 
Manufacturing Plant in St. Paul, MN. 
The site totals 135 acres and is 
currently undergoing redevelopment. 
The city’s plan is to create a mixed use 
sustainable community that will add 
7,000 residents by 2030.

To respond to this population increase, 
the Arcology project is a proposal for 
a transit center that will allow for the 
redevelopment to grow and evolve 
seamlessly into the surrounding 
communities, while giving this new 
development an iconic identity.

Address:  2292 Ford Parkway
   St. Paul, MN 55116
Total Site Area:  336,200 sf
Building Area: 30,000 sf
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-Neri Oxman

Building Systems

1  Modular Algae Panels
2  Courtyard garden
3  Tiered community garden
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After getting in touch with the Biological Sciences department at North Dakota State University, we were able to set up a sim-
ple algae growth experiment. This allowed for the study of the aesthetic properties that the panel system would possess such 
as color variation, translucency and texture. The study also allowed us to explore how the inputs (air, water and light) could be 

varied to elicit different reactions from the micro organism, resulting in different visual qualities. 

The images above are from the process of capturing the algae, which is an unintended by-product of many biology 
studies going on in their lab, and setting up a growth environment. Over the next few weeks we documented the algae’s 

progress and growth patterns. The images starting at the top and moving clockwise down the right side of the board showcase 
the incredible color and variation that we were able to acheive in just a few weeks.

Study conducted in collaboration with Tyler Stadel, graduate student in Biological Sciences at NDSU.
A sample panel showcasing the algae that was grown is to accompany this display.
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Green screen
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